Event Standby Coverage

Michigan Tech EMS offers standby event coverage for non-Michigan Tech affiliated organizations. This form outlines the donations requested for event standby coverage and the services included.

Standby coverage constitutes the following services:

- Non-transport BLS emergency medical services
- Emergency response vehicles on-site for the duration of the event
- Two or more licensed EMTs present and in uniform for the duration of the event

Services NOT offered through Michigan Tech EMS include, but are not limited to:

- Transport of patients to a hospital or any other location
- Advanced life support techniques, such as heart monitors
- Police, security, or fire protection services

For event standby coverage, a minimum of two EMTs must be present, and there is a minimum charge of two hours. Also we require that our Tahoe or ATV must be present on event standby. Donations are requested based on hours of service and begin when EMS begin coverage. Mileage charges will apply at rate of $1.00 per mile if the event takes place in excess of 5 miles from Michigan Tech’s campus. Michigan Tech EMS reserves the right to add additional resources when negotiating the donation if deemed necessary in covering the specific event in question. In the event of an incident, additional Michigan Tech EMS resources called will not have an associated charge. Michigan Tech EMS reserves the right to call additional third-party resources as deemed necessary. Michigan Tech EMS is not responsible for charges incurred due to the request of additional third-party resources.

The current requested donation rates per hour are:

- Tahoe with two EMTs: $50 / hour
- ATV with two EMTs: $50 / hour
- Per additional EMT: $10 / hour
- Bike with EMT: $30 / hour

If you would like to request event standby coverage, fill out the form on the Tech EMS website, www.mtu.edu/ems. Questions? Contact Mike Sommers mtsommer@mtu.edu
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